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From the President of the Board of Trustees 

In April 2017 Oil Lamp Theater celebrated its 12th year since its formation in Chicago.  In the five 

years that the theater has been located in Glenview it has attracted more than 38,000 guests.  In 

2017 the Theater recognized over $30,000 in contributions from 156 donors.  During the year, the 

Theater continued to increase its social media presence.  As of the end of the year the Theater had 

over 1,400 Facebook followers and over 4,700 in its Constant Contact Database.     

In 2017 the Village of Glenview announced a major improvement project for Downtown 

Glenview.  The Glenview Road Project consisted of constructing streetscape improvements along 

Glenview Road from Metra Railroad Tracks to Waukegan Road.  This included the replacement 

of concrete sidewalks from the roadway edge up to the face of buildings on both sides of the street, 

street lights, parkway trees, enhanced landscape beds, and street furniture. In addition, pedestrian 

signals were upgraded and the water main was replaced from Church Street to Waukegan Road. 

Finally, the roadway pavement surface was replaced.  The Theater’s location is within this project 

and the improvements the Village made have dramatically improved the streetscape of the Theater.  

Additional improvements in landscaping are planned by the Village for 2018.   

During 2017 we continued our On The Road program which was titled “He Said/She Said”.  This 

group travelled to more than a dozen locations around the North Shore.  The goal of this program 

is to introduce the theater to a broader group of people throughout the community.  Oil Lamp 

Theater won the 2017 North Shore Choice Awards for Best Live Theater – an awards program 

by 22nd Century Media – sponsored by the local papers including: The Glenview Lantern, 

Northbrook Tower, Glencoe Anchor, Winnetka Current, among others. 

The support that the Theater continues to receive from the community in terms of donations and 

attendance to our productions, has allowed the Theater to become a strong and permanent fixture 

of the North Shore.   

 

 

    Paul J. Holzman 

 

 

 

 

    President -  

    Board of Trustees 



 

 

From the Executive and Artistic Director 

It was a truly magical year for Oil Lamp Theater in 2017.  We explored issues that came right out of 

the headlines of the day.  From threats to our privacy to issues students face every day in our high 

schools across the country.  We opened the year with an exploration of the dwindling WASP class in 

America with “The Dining Room”.  While discussions in the headlines revolved around the ever-

widening gap between the haves and the have nots in America today – we explored how the 1% in 

America is struggling to remain relevant.  Then we dove headfirst into issues surrounding on-line 

privacy and our very rights with “The People’s Republic of Edward Snowden”.  During talkbacks 

with the playwright after many of the performances, we further discussed the challenges we all face as 

Americans in protecting our rights.  Then we took a shot at exploring the very core of American values 

– motherhood – with “Motherhood Out Loud”.  An amazing collection of stories which ran the life 

span of motherhood from cradle to grave while being told from many different ethnic traditions.  While 

our schools were under attack across the country from school violence – we welcomed students and 

teachers to our stage with “The Faculty Lounge” to explore how these issues unfold in real time in 

the classroom.  With “A Love Affair” we returned to our standard romantic comedy to explore the 

fantasy of  how the wisdom of age could save us in our youth from mistakes.  And as the leaves turned 

to fall and Halloween was in the air – we produced “Par for the Corpse“– a fun homicidal comedy.  

We concluded our artistic year with our traditional holiday show, “It’s A Wonderful Life – A Live 
Radio Play” which once again attracted over 1,000 guests. 

In May of 2017 Oil Lamp Theater was recognized by North Shore Choice as the best suburban theater 

in Chicago. 

What has been particularly exciting for me in 2017 is that we have continued to challenge and stretch 

ourselves.  We continue to ask the challenging questions of life while searching for that redemptive 

element of the human sole.  Once again, the artistic work we produced in 2017 represented a belief and 

faith in the human spirit’s desire to be better. 

 

Keith Gerth 

 
 

Executive and Artistic Director 
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Mission Statement�
Oil Lamp Theater is a professional not-for-profit theater organization that is dedicated to the�
presentation of traditional theater in a unique, inviting and intimate venue.  Its mission is not�
only to stimulate interest in the performing arts but also to promote a sense of, and provide a�
service to, the community.�

History of Oil Lamp�
Oil Lamp Theater was originally founded in February 2005 as a by-invitation-only theater group.�
The Theater was dedicated to the preservation of a traditional theater experience in unique and�
original venues. The initial vision for this dates back to Keith Gerth’s childhood when he would�
watch the Dick Van Dyke show. If you are not familiar, the main characters, Rob and Laura Petri�
would entertain friends at home with theater or musical entertainment. Keith was always inspired�
by this and thought it to be a truly unique way to experience theater – with a group of your friends�
who were already bonded in that they knew each other before coming into the experience. It made�
the experience that much more personable.�

So, with that vision in mind Keith staged 20 productions for up to 35 friends and guests each night�
in his home, a condo in Lakeview. The name of the company comes from Keith’s childhood, where�
due to the rural nature of his home town, they lost power often and used oil lamps to light the house.�
This brought the family closer and created a beautiful soft and intimate glow. He therefore continued�
the tradition his mother started of collecting oil lamps.  Many of these lamps are in our lobby today.�

In March 2012, Oil Lamp Theater was incorporated as a not-for-profit theater and established its�
new location in downtown Glenview at 1723 Glenview Road. Our new venue provides seating for�
60 guests. Oil Lamp Theater is BYOB, so feel free to bring a drink and enjoy before, during and�
after the production. Oil Lamp provides corkage and glasses at no additional charge. We also offer�
fresh-baked complimentary cookies at each performance. We also invite you to meet and mingle�
with the actors after each performance.�

Please join us to experience this special and unique theater opportunity. Bring some friends, make�
new friends and experience a night you will never forget. Oil Lamp is more than theater, it’s an�
experience. Experience it today!�

OLT Lobby Holiday Decorations�



2017 Productions�
The Dining Room�

- AR Gurney�
 - Keith Gerth�

- David Miller�
 - Nicole Szontagh�

 - Gosiaphotography.com�

Stephen Smith as Actor #1�
Eric Bays as Actor #2�
Michael Ermel as Actor #3�
Daniella Rukin as Actress #1�
Lara Dohner as Actress #2�
Amanda Meyer as Actress #3�

The Dining Room is a warm and poignant comedy of manners set in the dining room of a typical�
upscale household somewhere in the Northeastern United  States.  One of Gurneys most eloquent�
plays, it skillfully weaves together the stories of multiple generations in eighteen overlapping scenes,�
 each offering a snapshot of a moment in time.  The play considers the erosion of American�
upper-class traditions and values through the lens of dining rituals that play out in a home’s�
traditional gathering place for breakfast, dinner and special occasions.�



2017 Productions�
The People’s Republic of�
Edward Snowden�

- WC Turck�
 - Keith Gerth�

- David Miller�
 - Ben Harvey�

 - Gosiaphotography.com�

Nick Bryant as Edward Snowden�
Lara Dohner as Natasha (FSB Agent)�
JT Nagle as Agent Flenkins�
Katie Schwaber as Gate Agent�
Rob Weinstein as Hapless American Passenger�

The Peoples Republic of Edward Snowden was a thought-provoking satire that tackles important�
questions of freedom and privacy. As the play opened, a press conference was scheduled in Terminal F�
of Moscows Sheremetyevo International Airport. Audiences were introduced to Edward Snowden�
(Nick Bryant) by his alluring Russian minder, Natasha (Lara Dohner). She told us that Snowden, the�
infamous former CIA employee who revealed details about classified U.S. government surveillance�
programs in 2013, is making himself available for questions. So began an evening of immersive theater�
that took audiences on a thought-provoking journey into the chilling world of global data-gathering�
and surveillance.�



2017 Productions�
Motherhood Out Loud�

- Leslie Ayvazian, Brooke Berman, David Cale, Jessica Goldberg,�
Beth Henley, Lameece Issaq, Claire LaZebnik, Lisa Loomer, Michele Lowe, Marco Pennette,�
Theresa Rebeck, Luanne Rice, Annie Weisman and Cheryl L. West�

 - Elizabeth Mazur Levin�
- David Miller�

 - Traci Cidlik�
 - Gosiaphotography.com�

Andrew Clancey�
Michelle Jasso�
Nicole Laurenzi�
Megan Storti�

When entrusting the subject of motherhood to such a dazzling collection of celebrated American writers,�
what resulted was a joyous, moving, hilarious and altogether thrilling theatrical event. Utterly�
unpredictable, MOTHERHOOD OUT LOUD shattered traditional notions about parenthood,�
unveiled its inherent comedy and celebrated the deeply personal truths that span and unite generations.�



2017 Productions�
The Faculty Lounge�

- Teri Foltz�
 - Keith Gerth�

 - Stephen Smith�
- David Miller�

 - Lara Caprini�
 - Gosiaphotography.com�

Nicki Howard as Becky�
Stephen Smith as Dylan�
Blake Holen as Nick�
Takesha Kizart as Megan�
Jayson Lee as Student One�
Elizabeth Wigley as Student Two�
Emmaline Skillikorn as Student Three�
Emily Dyer as Student Four�
Miles Andrew Weimer as Student Five�
Morgan Dixon as Emily�

“Why did you become a high school teacher?” This question, posed by a journalism class to the faculty�
of a typical American high school, sets the scene for The Faculty Lounge, a hilarious and touching play�
by Kentucky playwright Teri Foltz. Foltz, herself a former secondary school teacher, took audiences�
into the private inner sanctum of a high school faculty lounge where teachers relax, vent their�
frustrations and share their hopes, both for themselves and for their students.�



2017 Productions�
A Love Affair�

- Jerry Mayer�
 - Keith Gerth�

- David Miller�
 - Taylor Hobart�

 - Gosiaphotography.com�

Michael Lomenick as Jimmy II�
Beth Goldberg as Alice II�
Reed Willard as Jimmy�
Katie Mancuso as Alice�
Traci Cidlik as others�

This award winning romantic comedy is brimming with hilarious as well as moving moments captured�
from a 38 year marriage. As Jimmy and Alice Diamond clear out the attic of their Malibu home because�
a turn of finances is forcing them to move into a cramped condo, they find themselves reliving the flawed�
masterpiece that is their marriage. A subtitle, with a smile, might be, “Till Debt do us Part.” Two pairs�
of actors play the Diamonds, (early and now, in their marriage) one young and one mature. Throughout,�
they observe and comment on each other. In one delightful scene, the four confront each other to�
negotiate the transition into middle age. The fifth cast member plays six different women who influence�
the Diamond marriage, offering a tour de force for an actress. “A Love Affair” is both a timeless and a�
timely play, because its story is about financial reverses and how they can either weaken or reinforce�
relationships, depending on how the difficult times are handled. It’s a moving, identifiable story that�
rings true, while offering a multiplicity of laughs.�



2017 Productions�
Par for the Corpse�

- Jack Sharkey�
 - Keith Gerth�

- David Miller�
 - Savannah Clements�

 - Gosiaphotography.com�

RJ Cecott as Mark�
Jeff Smith as Rick�
Elena Tubridy as Bettina�
Rachel Silvert as Andy�
Rachel Whyte as Hazel�
Mary O’Sullivan as Daniella�
Nick Dorado as Lionell�
Rob Weinstein as Jed�
Laura MacGregor as Thelma�
Kirsty Collins as Gert�

When novelist Alexandra Ellis throws a party at her Catskills retreat, no one expects a blizzard to strand�
everybody nor do they suspect there’s a killer amongst them until one guest is poisoned at the party!�
Desperately, the others try to figure out not only who did it but more mystifying how it was done. They’re�
baffled by a seemingly impossible crime until one guest thinks of a ruse to reveal the killer, but is stabbed�
before the unmasking. Everyone, even the hostess, is a suspect and a number of murky motives emerge�
during the night’s strange events. And just when another guest thinks he knows the culprit, there’s�
another murder the suspected killer couldn’t possibly be responsible for! There are plenty of laughs but�
the main thrust is for the audience’s nerve-endings with more shrieks of terror than of hilarity especially�
in the surprise-filled final act with its series of convulsive plot-twists. No one will ever be able to guess�
the shocker of a surprise-ending!�



2017 Productions�
It’s A Wonderful Life�

- Joe Landry�
 - Elizabeth Mazur Levin�

- David Miller�
 - Savannah Clements�

 - Gosiaphotography.com�

Nick Bryant as Jake Laurents�
Jared Isaac as Harry “Jazzbo” Heywood�
Carmen Risi as Lana Sherwood�
Chelsea Rolfes as Sally Appelwhite�
JT Nagle as Freddie Filmore�
Stephen Smith as Bud Collyer�
Andrew Clancey as Sound Effects Specialist�

Oil Lamp Theater invites you to kick off the holiday season with their presentation of Joe Landry’s It’s a�
Wonderful Life — A Live Radio Play. This heartwarming classic is a show within a show. It’s December�
24, 1946 in Studio A at WBFR Radio, and a cast of six actors is preparing to present It’s a Wonderful�
Life live to the listening audience. With the help of only a sound-effects artist, the ensemble re-enacts�
the story of George Bailey, a young man whose dreams of traveling the world are thwarted by his sense�
of responsibility to the family business. Down on his luck, Bailey, compassionate yet disheartened, is at�
the end of his rope. He questions his purpose in life and considers ending it all. Just then, an angel arrives�
to show Bailey how the lives of those he loves would be affected if he were not around. The story’s�
message is profound and remains relevant for today’s audiences.�



 

2017 FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 

 

Assets   
Cash and Cash Equivalents  $37,483 

Furniture and Fixtures, Net of Depreciation  20,346 

Other Assets  32,340 

Total Assets  $90,169 
   

Liabilities and Net Assets   

Accounts Payable  $10,340 

Payroll Tax Payable  3,256 

Note Payable  11,880 

Total Liabilities  $25,476 
   

Net Assets   

Unrestricted  64,693 

Total Liabilities and Net Assets  $90,169 
   

   

Statement of Activity   

Operations   

Total Earned Income  $258,248 

Total Public Support  37,515 

Expenses:   

     Programs $225,212  

     Management and General 59,213  

     Fundraising 2,747  

  Total Expenses  287,172 

Income Net of Expenses  $8,591 
   

Total Change to Net Assets  $8,591 
Opening Balance Net Assets  56,102 
Closing Balance Net Assets  $64,693 
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